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The L2 Acquisition of English Parasitic Gaps  

1.0 Introduction 

 The primary purpose of this study is to investigate “a poverty-of-the-stimulus” 

problem in second language (L2) acquisition. An L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem 

occurs when the L2 acquisition of a certain phenomenon cannot be attributed to the 

available sources of linguistic data, such as Target Language (TL) input, first 

language (L1) knowledge, negative evidence or explicit positive evidence (Schwartz & 

Sprouse, 2000). In other words, despite a poverty of the stimulus, L2 learners end up 

knowing the target phenomenon. This mismatch between attainment in L2 acquisition 

and available linguistic data can be explained by Universal Grammar (UG), an inborn 

language faculty that is considered to constrain language acquisition. Hence, the TL 

phenomenon associated with a poverty of the stimulus constitutes a probe to test the 

availability of UG in L2 acquisition.  

 The current study will examine one such L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem, 

namely, the L2 acquisition of “parasitic gap constructions” in English by adult native 

speakers of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. First, the counterparts of the parasitic gap 

phenomena in the L2 learners’ native language are typologically different from those 

of English; thus, the acquisition of English parasitic gaps cannot be accounted for by 

L1 knowledge. In addition, the phenomena are not the focus of instruction in English 
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language classes; thus, they are not available from explicit positive or negative 

evidence, either. Finally, possible English parasitic gap constructions are very rare in 

the input and impossible ones are absent in the input. Taken together, English 

parasitic gaps constitute a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem to native speakers of 

Chinese, Japanese, and Korean learning English as a second language. The study 

focuses on whether, and if so, how, L2 learners (come to) have knowledge of 

English parasitic gap constructions. 

 To my knowledge, there have been no studies on the L2 acquisition of 

English parasitic gaps, and therefore the results of the study are expected to 

contribute to the field of L2 acquisition by attracting attention to relatively unexplored 

phenomena and by testing for evidence of adult L2 learners overcoming a poverty-of-

the-stimulus problem (hence testing for the operation of UG in adult L2 acquisition).  

 

2.0 Grammatical Phenomenon 

2.1 English 

 A typical filler-gap construction allows a filler for a single gap, as seen in 

(1). 

 

(1) Which articlesi did John file ti? 
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A parasitic gap construction, on the other hand, contains double gaps, both of which 

are linked to a single antecedent filler NP in an A’-position, as in (2). 

 

(2) Which articlesi did John file   ti   without reading  ei? 
 
   

 
   (Engldahl, 1983, reprinted in 2001, p. 69) 

 

In (2), the two empty categories ti and ei are licensed by a single antecedent which 

articlesi in an A’-position. The gap ti occurs in a position that permits extraction, 

while ei occurs in a position that does not. That is, normal wh-movement from direct 

object position to Spec of CP in wh-question formation gives rise to a normal gap ti, 

as in (1); but ei doesn’t move. Therefore, the wh-phrase which articles in (2) is 

extracted from the position of ti, not from that of ei. In parasitic gap constructions, a 

gap like ti that occurs in a position that typically permits extraction is called a good 

gap, licit gap or true gap. A gap like ei that appears in a position that typically does 

not allow extraction is referred to as a bad gap, illicit gap or parasitic gap, since its 

existence is dependent on the licit gap that licenses it. In other words, a parasitic gap 
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cannot be well-formed without the true gap that licenses it, as shown in (3) and (4). 

 

 

(3) *A parasitic gap without a true gap 

 *Which articles did John file his dissertation without reading ei ?  

 

(4) A parasitic gap with a true gap 

 Which articlesi did John file ti without reading ei? 

 

As in (3), a parasitic gap without the existence of a true gap violates the Subjacency 

Condition. Consider the following examples.  

 

(5)  *Whati does she believe my statement that John saw ti?    

(6) a. *What did the attempt to repair      ultimately damage the car? 

   b.  What did the attempt to repair the car ultimately damage     ? 

   (Phillips, 2006, p. 10) 

 

In (5) my statement that John saw ti forms a complex NP island, and ti cannot be 

extracted out of the clause embedded in the NP. Likewise, the attempt to repair ti 
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forms a complex NP island, and thus, ti cannot be extracted out of the clause 

embedded in the NP. However, ungrammaticality of the parasitic gap in (6a) can be 

fixed by the existence of another gap, which is a true gap, as seen in (7). 

(7) Whati did the attempt to repair ei  ultimately damage ti   ? 

   (Phillips, 2006, p. 10) 

 

However, a true gap per se cannot guarantee a well-formed parasitic gap. There are 

certain restrictions with respect to the distribution of a true gap and a parasitic gap. 

Culicover (2001, p. 13) summarizes six generalizations about parasitic gaps, which he 

calls “Current Consensus Position (CCP)” on parasitic gaps. CCP 1 states that “the 

antecedent of a parasitic gap must be in an A’-position”; consequently, passive and 

raising constructions involving NP movement, which is A-movement, do not license 

parasitic gaps, as illustrated in (8).  

 

(8) a. *John was killed t by a tree falling on ei. 

 b. *Mary seemed t to disapprove of John’s talking to ei. 

   (Engdahl, 1983, reprinted in 2001, p. 77, as cited in Culicover, 2001, p. 5) 

 

However, overt wh-movement to an A’-position is not the only movement for a 
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parasitic gap. A parasitic gap can also be licensed by Heavy NP Shift as in (9), 

Object Raising as in (10), and object deletion as in (11) (Engdahl, pp. 76-77, as 

cited in Culicover, p. 4). 

 

 

(9)  Heavy NP Shift 

  John offended t by not recognizing e immediately [NP his favorite uncle from 

   Cleveland]. 

(10) Object Raising 

  These papers were hard for us to file t without reading e. 

(11) Object Deletion 

  This book is too interesting to put t down without having finished e.  

 

Within the G-B framework, the true gap, a wh-trace, is an R-expression, which has [-

anaphor, -pronominal] features. Although it is somewhat controversial in other 

languages, there is a general consensus in English that only NPs can be antecedents 

of parasitic gaps – CCP 3. With respect to the category of the parasitic gap per se, 

it is considered as either a trace or a pronominal. The trace analysis is concerned 

with whether the parasitic gap forms a chain with the antecedent of a true gap, or it 
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forms a chain with a null operator; the pronominal analysis is concerned with 

whether the parasitic gap is an empty pronominal or an anaphor. Given that a 

parasitic gap forms a chain with some antecedent, it is considered a trace. Then the 

question of what kind of trace it is arises. According to Chomsky (1986, as cited in 

Culicover, p. 11), the parasitic gap is produced by the movement of a null operator. 

The antecedent, then, has to form a chain with the true gap and the parasitic gap, 

respectively. The chain of the true gap and that of the parasitic gap are, thus, 

“composed.”  

 

(12) If C = (α1, . . . , αn) is the chain of the real gap, and C’ = (β1, . . . , 

βm) is the chain of the parasitic gap, then the “composed chain” (C, C’) = 

(α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βm) is the chain associated with the parasitic 

gap construction and yields its interpretation. 

  (Chomsky, 1986, as cited in Culicover, p. 11) 

 

Chomsky’s proposal, as Culicover (2001) pointed out, provides an explanation of the 

anti-c-command condition – CCP 4 – with respect to the binding theory. If the true 

gap c-commands the parasitic gap and A-binds it, the sentence violates Principle C. 

Likewise, if the antecedent A-binds the parasitic gap, it violates Principle C. This 
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account is also in accord with CCP 6.  

  On the other hand, Cinque (1990, as cited in Culicover, p. 29) suggests that 

a group of extractions are the result of “binding of an empty pronominal by an 

operator,” not of movement. In “weak islands,” where extractions are not permitted, 

the empty pronominal can be bound. Consider the following contrast.  

 

(13) a.  Who did you leave the party without talking to t? 

  b. *To whom did you leave the party without talking t? 

 

The difference between (13a) and (13b) is that “only NPs can be extracted from 

weak islands.” The parasitic gaps behave like empty pronominals in such a case.  

  Engdahl (1983, reprinted in 2001) divides parasitic gaps into two types: 

optional parasitic gaps and obligatory parasitic gaps. The optional parasitic gap 

appears to the right of the true gap, following the true gap, as in (14a), while the 

obligatory parasitic gap appears to the left of the true gap, preceding the true gap, as 

in (14b). 

 

(14) a. These are the reports that I filed ti without reading ei. 

    b. Kimi is a person that everyone who knows ei really likes ti a lot.  
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    (Culicover, p. 7) 

 

The optional parasitic gap can be replaced by an NP, as in (15a), while the 

obligatory parasitic gap cannot be replaced by an NP, as in (15b). 

 

(15) a.  These are the reports that I filed ti without reading themi. 

    b. *Kimi is a person that everyone who knows heri really likes ti a lot.  

    (Culicover, p. 7) 

 

 

In such a case as (15b) where the obligatory parasitic gap is replaced by an NP, a 

weak crossover violation occurs (Culicover, p. 7). 

  Engdahl (1983, reprinted 2001) proposes an “accessibility hierarchy” for the 

occurrence of parasitic gaps, as presented in (16). 

 

(16) Accessibility hierarchy for the occurrence of parasitic gaps 

 
 manner of adverbs    
  ∨ 

 temporal adverbs untensed domains 
  ∨ 

 purpose clauses 
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  ∨ 

 that 
 than 
  ∨ 

 when 
 because  tensed domains 
 conditional If 
  ∨ 

 relative clause 
 indirect questions  

  

Note:  ∨ = more accessible than 

(Engdahl, p. 73) 

 

According to Engdahl’s “accessibility hierarchy,” acceptability of parasitic gaps 

becomes greater in the untensed domains than in the tensed domains, as shown in 

(17a) and (17b). 

(17) a.     Which articlesi did John file ti without reading ei?   

  (manner adverb, untensed) 

  b. (?)?Whoi did you talk to ti when you first met ei? 

  (when-clause, tensed) 

  c.    *This booki, it would be stupid to give ti to [NP someone [S’ who has 

already read       ei]] 

  (relative clause, tensed) 

  (Culicover, p. 8) 
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However, the accessibility hierarchy is a “tentative, incomplete formation,” because, as 

Engdahl herself pointed out, it is created on the basis of a relatively small size of 

examples (p. 73).  

 

2.2 Korean 

 In Korean, a wh-in-situ language, parasitic gaps syntactically differ from those 

of English. English wh-movement occurs through move α in between S-S and D-S 

within the G-B framework. On the other hand, wh-in-situ languages such as Korean 

undergo wh-movement at LF (Aoun, Hornstein, & Sportiche, 1981; Huang, 1981/1982, 

as cited in Choi, 1995), and thus, the movement is invisible. Then how do we know 

whether there exists wh-movement at LF in Korean? It can be demonstrated by 

crossover effects.  

 

(18) A variable may not be the antecedent of a pronoun unless the former c-

commands the latter. (Lee, 1998, p. 345) 

 

Lee (1989, 1998) suggests that parasitic gap constructions hold in Korean and that 

the parasitic gap is an empty pronominal proj, as seen in (19). The grammaticality 
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and ungrammaticality of the sentences in (19) are explained by weak crossover. 

 

(19) a. nuwj-ka    [proj  hanpen  ti  pon]  salami-ul chayyonghayass-ni? 
 Who-NOM    once      see   person-ACC employ-PAST-Q 
 ‘Whoj employed the person that hej saw once?’ 
 

b. *[ti hanpen  proj pon]  salami-i nuwkuwj-lul  chayyonghayss-ni? 
 *‘Whoj did the person who saw himj once employ?’ 
 
c. nuwkuwj-lul [ti     hanpen proj pon] salami-i  tj   chayyonghayass-ni? 

  *‘Whoj did the person who saw himj once employ?’ 
      (Lee, 1998, p. 348) 

 

The LF structures of sentences (19b) and (19c) are represented in (20a) and (20b) 

respectively. 

 

(20) a. [Q-NP [ … e …] [ t … 

    b. [Q-NP [  t’  [ [ … e …] [ t …  (Lee, p. 349) 

In (19b) and (19c), t does not c-command e, and thus these sentences violate the 

weak crossover constraint. Note that (19b) is ungrammatical, while (19c) is 

grammatical in Korean. This is because “the matrix object NP in (20b) is adjoined to 

an A’-position at S-S, but not in (20a)” (Lee, p. 349). 

 With respect to the Subjacency Condition in the parasitic gap constructions, 

Lee argues that Korean parasitic gap constructions do not observe Subjacency. 
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Consider the following examples: 

 

 (21) a. *the man whoi I decided to interview ti [Oi without calling you] [before I 
spoke to ei]] 
 
     b. ney-ka  ei mal-ul kelepoki ceney  ne-eykey cenwhahaci         
       I-NOM  speak to  before  you-DAT telephone 
  
  
 anhko  ti intebyuw hakiro  kyelecengaha salami 
 not   to interview  decide  man 

  

In English sentence (21a) ei occurs in the position where extraction is not permitted, 

which thus, violates the Subjacency Condition, and the sentence is ill-formed. In 

contrast, despite the violation of Subjacency, the Korean counterpart sentence (21) is 

grammatical.   

 English parasitic gaps are of two types, obligatory and optional, while Korean 

parasitic gaps are all optional (Lee, p. 349). In (22a) the parasitic gap in English is 

obligatory, while the Korean counterpart in (22b) is not.  

 

(22) a. The man whoi [whenever I meet ei] ti looks old is my father. 

    b. nay-ka (ku-lul) manal-ttay mata  nulkepoisinun  puwn-un  uwli  apeci-

ita 

      I-NOM he-ACC meet  whenever old look       man-NOM my   father is 
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      *The man who whenever I meet (him) looks old is my father. 

      (Lee, p. 349) 

 

3.0 Previous Research 

 Ever since Engdhal (1983) shed light on parasitic gaps, the topic has attracted 

researchers’ attention empirically – especially in psycholinguistics – as well as 

theoretically. However, there have been no empirical studies on the L2 acquisition of 

parasitic gap constructions in English. Therefore, this paper addresses two empirical 

studies on the processing of parasitic gaps.  

 Kurtzman and Crawford (1991, as cited in Phillips, 2006) carried out a 

number of experiments with speeded grammaticality judgment tasks. They found that 

acceptability is higher for a parasitic gap in an infinitival complement (e.g., Who did 

your attempt to instruct confuse?) than that in a finite relative clause (e.g., *Who did 

your statement that you instructed confuse?), which is in accordance with Engdahl’s 

accessibility hierarchy. More specifically, acceptability of parasitic gaps in infinitival 

complements was found in 60-68% of trials, while acceptability of parasitic gaps in 

finite relative clauses was 20% lower. 

 Most recently, Phillips (2006) investigated the processing of parasitic gaps 

inside infinitival complements and finite relative clauses using an off-line acceptability 
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judgment task and an on-line self-paced reading task. 

 

Table 1 

Sample set of items for the off-line acceptability judgment task 

good The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign to preserve the important habitats had harmed   . 

bad The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign to preserve   had harmed the annual migration. 

 

Infinitival 

both The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign to preserve   had harmed   . 

good The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign that preserved the important habitats had 

harmed   . 

bad The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign that preserved   had harmed the annual migration 

 

Finite 

both The outspoken environmentalist worked to investigate what the 

local campaign that preserved   had harmed   . 

 

Table 2 

Sample set of items for the on-line self-paced reading task 
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plausible The school superintendent learned which schools the proposal 

to expand drastically and innovatively upon the current 

curriculum would overburden    during the following 

semester. 

Infinitival 

implausible The school superintendent learned which high schools students 

the proposal to expand drastically and innovatively upon the 

current curriculum would overburden    during the following 

semester. 

plausible The school superintendent learned which schools the proposal 

that expanded drastically and innovatively upon the current 

curriculum would overburden    during the following 

semester. 

Finite 

implausible The school superintendent learned which high school students 

the proposal that expanded drastically and innovatively upon 

the current curriculum would overburden    during the 

following semester. 

 

The off-line study showed that “parasitic gaps are a real phenomenon, and are not 

marginally acceptable for uninitiated English speakers” (p. 17).  
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4.0 Method 

4.1 Research Questions 

Does UG constrain adult L2 acquisition of English parasitic gaps by Chinese-, 

Japanese-, and Korean-speaking learners of English?  

 

4.2 Participants 

 Twenty undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Hawaii 

participated in this study. The L2 English experimental groups consisted of 6 

Chinese-speaking learners (CG), 2 Japanese-speaking learners of English (JG) and 8 

Korean-speaking learners (KG); in addition, 4 native speakers of English (EG) served 

as the control group. Each L2 learner group was divided into two proficiency levels, 

intermediate and advanced, on the basis of the results of a cloze test.  

 

4.3 Materials 

4.3.1 Questionnaire 

  I designed a questionnaire to gather the participants’ demographic information. 

In the questionnaire, the subjects were asked to provide their personal information 

(e.g. gender, age, onset of English instruction, length of stay in the US and other 

English-speaking countries, etc.). The participants’ personal background information is 
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summarized in Table 3.  

Table 3 

Demographic information of the participants 

 
Gender Age Onset of 

English  
instruction 

Length of stay in  
English-speaking countries 

Chinese 4 females vs. 
2 males 

21~58;  
average: 33 

2~15;  
average: 11 

1 year 6 months ~ 20 
years;  
average: 5 years 

Japanese 1 female vs. 
1 male 

18~25;   
average: 21.5 

8~13 10 months vs.  
11 years 9 months 

Korean 4 females vs. 
4 males 

21~30;  
average: 25 

10~14; 
average: 12 

2 years 4 months ~ 10 
years; average: 5 years 

Native 2 females vs. 
2 males 

20~28; 
average: 23.5 

N/A whole life  

 

The questionnaire is provided in Appendix A.  

 

4.3.2 Cloze task 

  I adopted Oshita’s (1996) cloze test to decide the participants’ English 

proficiency levels. It consisted of three separate stories of approximately equal length, 

and each of them had 25 blanks. I used only the second and the third narratives; and 

thus there were 50 blanks. The cloze test is presented in Appendix B.  
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4.3.3 Acceptability Judgment Task 

The acceptability judgment task consisted of both possible and impossible 

parasitic gap sentences. The task included 5 types of parasitic gap constructions (2 

possible ones and 3 impossible ones), as illustrated in (23).  

(23) a. Obligatory parasitic gap in an infinitival complement (possible) 

   What did Jane’s attempt to fix with her insufficient knowledge ruin? 

 b. *Obligatory parasitic gap in a finite relative clause (impossible) 

   *What did the journalist that criticized eventually praise? 

 c. *Obligatory parasitic gap replaced by NP (impossible)  

   *This is the person that everyone who knows him likes. 

 d. Optional parasitic gap – extraction of object (possible) 

   Which cup did you break after washing? 

 e. *Optional parasitic gap – extraction of subject (impossible)  

   *Which person did you employ after learning had enough skills for the 

position? 

 

 Each sentence type had five tokens, and thus a total of 25 experimental 

sentences were included. The sentences were all contextualized, preceded by brief 
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contexts, as in (24). 

 

 

(24) Mel tells me about Jane. Jane’s DVD is broken, and she disassembled it to 

fix it, but  she didn’t know how to reassemble it. I asked Mel, “What did 

Jane’s attempt to fix with her insufficient knowledge ruin?” 

 

 The subjects were instructed to judge the acceptability of each sentence, 

choosing only one out of four numbers, 1 (strongly impossible), 2 (slightly 

impossible), 3 (slightly possible) and 4 (strongly possible) and “Not sure,” which was 

presented out of the scale.  

 In order to prevent the participants from becoming sensitive to the 

experimental items, 50 filler sentences (experimental: filler, therefore, is 1:2). Filler 

sentences included four types: 1) subjacency violation sentences, 2) crossover violation 

sentences, 3) grammatical wh-questions, and 4) grammatical relative clause sentences. 

A full set of experimental items and fillers are found in Appendices C and D, 

respectively.  

 

4.3.4 Procedure 
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 The tasks were administered to the participants on an individual basis. The 

participants completed the tasks in the following order: first, the questionnaire, then 

the acceptability task, and finally, the cloze task. It took approximately 60 to 100 

minutes for the participants to complete the entire set of tasks.  

 

4.3.5 Data Analysis 

 Only one participant out of 20 selected “Not sure” answers three times on 

one type (unacceptable) out of 5 types of parasitic gap constructions. Following Hopp 

(2005), only the participants’ acceptance (answers of “3” and “4”) was counted and 

taken into consideration for the data analysis. For the statistical analysis of the cloze 

task and the acceptability judgment task, descriptive statistics and paired samples t-

tests were conducted, respectively.  

 

5.0 Results 

5.1 Results of the Cloze Task 

 Based on the results of the cloze task, each learner group, CL, JL, and KL 

were divided into two proficiency levels: intermediate and advanced. The cut-off for 

the placement of the participants at different levels was a score of 30 out of a total 

of 50. Three participants who had extremely low scores (viz. 13 (Korean), 17 
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(Chinese) and 18 (Korean) out of 50) were excluded from the data analysis. 

Consequently, 13 L2ers remained for the data analysis. The results of descriptive 

statistics are presented in Table 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 
Descriptive statistics  
 Level Mean Std. 

Dev 
Minimum Maximum Nationality Number 

Chinese 1 
Japanese 1 

Intermediate 
(n = 6) 

24.83 4.07 20.00 29.00 

Korean 4 
Chinese 4 
Japanese 1 

L2ers 
(n = 
13) 

Advanced 
(n = 7) 

35.57 3.69 30.00 40.00 

Korean 2 
Native 
(n = 4) 

N/A 41.00 4.39 36.00 46.00 American 4 
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5.2 Results of Acceptability Judgment Task 

 The overall group results are summarized in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 

Percentages of acceptance of parasitic gaps for all groups  

 
CG 

Intermediate  
(n = 1) 

CG 
Advanced 
(n = 4) 

JG 
Intermediate 

(n = 1) 

JG 
Advanced 
(n = 1) 

KG 
Intermediate 

(n = 4) 

KG 
Advanced  
(n = 2) 

EG 
Native 
(n = 

4) 

Infinitivala 40% 30% 20% 20% 55% 50% 40% 

*Finiteb 40 0 60 20 60 50 40 

*Subject 
extractionc 60 30 20 60 60 40 10 

                                            
a  A grammatical parasitic gap in an infinitival complement, e.g. What did Jane’s 
attempt to fix with her insufficient knowledge ruin? 
b An ungrammatical parasitic gap in a finite relative clause, e.g. *What did the 
journalist that criticized eventually praise? 
c  An ungrammatical parasitic gap produced by extraction of subject, e.g. *Which 
person did you employ after learning had enough skills for the position? 
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*Replaced  100 60 80 80 85 80 70 

Object 
extractione 60 80 100 100 80 90 75 

 
 
 
 
  

5.2.1 Chinese L2 learners 

 The intermediate CG participant incorrectly accepted all the parasitic gaps 

replaced by NPs. He showed low acceptance on the parasitic gap in infinitival 

complements (40%) and the optional parasitic gaps produced by extraction of object 

(60%), both of which are grammatical. The acceptance rate was the same on 

infinitival vs. ungrammatical finite and on ungrammatical subject extraction vs. object 

extraction. However, as seen in Figure 1, his performance on the replaced type and 

object extraction type have a similar pattern with the EG group.  

 

                                            
d  An ungrammatical parasitic gap replaced by an NP, e.g. *This is the person that 
everyone who knows him likes. 
e  A grammatical parasitic gap produced by extraction of object, e.g. Which cup did 
you break after washing? 
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Figure 1 Comparison of means of acceptance between intermediate CG and EG 

 

 With the advanced CG group, most strikingly, they correctly rejected all the 

parasitic gaps in a finite relative clause. Their acceptance was high (80%) on the 

grammatical parasitic gaps produced by extraction of object, and low (30%) on the 

ungrammatical parasitic gaps produced by extraction of subject. There was a 

significant difference between the grammatical parasitic gaps produced by extraction of 

object and the ungrammatical parasitic gaps produced by extraction of subject (p < 

0.05). They accepted the grammatical infinitival type at a very low rate, however 

(20%). Figure 2 shows that they have a very similar pattern with the EG group, and 

that they performed better on the object extraction type than did the EG group.  
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Figure 2 Comparison of means of acceptance between advanced CG and EG 

5.2.2 Japanese L2 learners 

 The intermediate JG participant correctly accepted all the grammatical parasitic 

gaps produced by extraction of object (100%), and accepted the ungrammatical subject 

extraction type at a very low rate (20%). The acceptance rate was high, however, for 

the replaced type (80%). She accepted the ungrammatical finite type (60%) more than 

the grammatical infinitival type (20%). As Figure 3 shows, she has a similar pattern 

with the EG group except for the subject extraction type.  
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Figure 3 Comparison of means of acceptance between intermediate JG and EG 

 

 

 The advanced JG participant accepted all the grammatical parasitic gaps 

produced by extraction of object (100%). However, the acceptance rate was the same 

on the grammatical infinitival type (20%) and the ungrammatical finite type (20%), 

which is exactly the same as the EG group. He accepted the replaced type at a high 

rate (80%). The rate of acceptance of the ungrammatical subject extraction (60%) was 

lower than that of the grammatical object extraction type (100%). As shown in Figure 

4, he has a similar pattern as the EG group, except for the subject extraction type.  
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Figure 4 Comparison of means of acceptance between advanced JG and EG 

 

 

5.2.3 Korean L2 learners 

 With the intermediate KG group, the acceptance rate on the grammatical paras

itic gaps produced by extraction of object was high (80%), but the acceptance rate on

 the ungrammatical parasitic gaps produced by extraction of subject was not low (60

%). They accepted the ungrammatical replaced type at a high rate (85%). The accepta

nce rate on the subject extraction type (60%) vs. object extraction type (80%) was al

most the same. Figure 5 shows that they have a similar pattern with respect to the re

placed type and the object extraction type with the EG group.  
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Figure 5 Comparison of means of acceptance between intermediate KG and EG 

 

 With the advanced KG group, they performed almost the same as did the 

intermediate KG group. The acceptance rate on the ungrammatical subject extraction 

(40%) was lower then the intermediate KG group (60%) but was higher on the object 

extraction (90%) than the intermediate KG group (80%). Figure 5 shows that they 

have an even more similar pattern to the EG group.  
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Figure 6 Comparison of means of acceptance between advanced KG and EG 

 

5.2.4 Overall Results and Discussion 

 Overall, the three L2 learner groups showed a similar pattern with the native 

English group, accepting the parasitic gaps replaced by NPs and those produced by 

extraction of object at a high rate and accepting the infinitival type at a low rate. On 

the other hand, they performed somewhat differently on the parasitic gaps produced 

by extraction of subject. The native English group was sensitive to the ungrammatical 

extractions of subject by correctly rejecting them, while the L2 learner groups 

incorrectly accepted them at a rate relatively higher than that of the native group. 

Although there was no significant difference between the subject extraction type and 
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the object extraction type for the L2 groups, the acceptance rate of the subject 

extraction type was lower than that of the object extraction type, except for the 

intermediate CG group. This indicates that the L2 learners tended to treat them 

differently, albeit not statistically. Most of all, the L2 learners clearly knew that the 

well-formed parasitic gaps can be produced by extraction of object. 

All the groups did not accept the grammatical infinitival as much as the other 

grammatical type of parasitic gap produced by object extraction. In addition, there 

was no significant difference between the infinitival type vs. the finite type in all the 

groups, which is not consistent with what the literature indicates (Engdahl, 1983; 

Kurtzman and Crawford, 1991; Phillips, 2006). For the object extraction type, all the 

groups performed very well, while for the replaced type, they performed very poorly. 

The Korean L2 learners’ high acceptance rate on the replaced type can be accounted 

for by their L1. In English, obligatory parasitic gaps cannot be replaced by NPs, 

whereas in Korean there is no such obligatory parasitic gap. All parasitic gaps in 

Korean are optional (Lee, 1998). Thus the replaced type is perfectly acceptable in 

Korean. Yet, there still remains a question unanswered: how can we explain the high 

acceptance rate on the replaced type found in other groups, including the native 

group? Consider the following examples: 
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(25) a. Dr. Kimi is the kind of person that every patient who knows himi really 

admires ti. 

    b. Dr. Kimi is the kind of person that every patient who knows himj really 

admires ti. 

 

The difference between the two is that in (25a) the NP replacing the parasitic gap is 

coindexed with the antecedent of the true gap, while in (25b) the NP is not 

coindexed. This tiny difference brings markedly different effects with respect to 

crossover. (25a) violates crossover constraints, but (25b) does not. Even though the 

context of the replaced type was designed to encourage participants to interpret the 

replacing NP as correferential with the antecedent, the possibility that the participants 

might not fully pay attention to the context cannot be ruled out.   

 Most noticeably, the advanced Chinese L2 group perfectly knew that the 

parasitic gaps in a finite relative clause are not acceptable. Considering that Kurztman 

and Crawford’s study (1991) reported that native English speakers’ acceptance for the 

parasitic gaps in finite relative clauses was 40~50%, as also elicited here, the finding 

obtained from the advanced L2 Chinese group’s interlanguage data was not expected. 

In addition, the L2 Korean learners’ acceptance rate on the infinitival type was higher 

(intermediate: 55% and advanced 50%) than that of the native English group (40%).  
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Questionnaire 

 
Please answer all of the following questions. This information will be used only for 
this study. 
 
Personal Background 
1.  Gender (circle one): Female Male 
2.  Age:  
3.  Native country: 

 
Academic Background 
4. Enrollment status (circle one): Freshman  Sophomore  Junior  Senior  MA  Ph.D. 
5. Major at UH:  
6. Where did you go to high school, your country, the U.S. or other countries? 
7. How long had you received instruction on English in your home country?       year(s) 

 
Language Background 
8. What is your native language? 
9. Is English your second language? (Circle one)  Yes No 
10. If no, then what is your second language? 
11. What other languages do you know besides English?  
12. What language(s) do you use on a regular basis? 
13. If English is not your native language, at what age did you first begin learning English? 
14. For how many years have you been exposed to English?              year(s) 

 
English-speaking Country Life  
15. How long have lived in the U.S.?           year(s)        month(s) 
16. If you have lived in English-speaking countries besides the U.S. (e.g., Australia, Canada, 

England, etc.), specify the country and the length of stay.  
country:                year(s)                                 month(s)                 
country:                year(s)                                 month(s)                 
country:                year(s)                                 month(s)                 
 

Thank you! 
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Appendix B 

Fill-in-the-blank task 
 

Instructions 
 
 Read the following two stories carefully and fill in each blank. First you can read it 
once or twice and then try to fill in the blanks. Do not worry too much about difficult blanks. 
Just try to fill in as many blanks as you can -- by guessing if necessary. Remember that you 
can write only one word in each blank. 
 

Story A 

We were about to gather up our picnic things and return to our car when a man 

showed up. He looked very annoyed (1      ) asked us angrily if (2 

  ) 

realized that we were (3    ) private property. My father, (4 

   ) 

looked very confused at (5     ) man’s statement, said that (6   )            

did not. The man (7       ) pointed to a sign (8   ) said 

that camping and (9         ) were strictly forbidden in (10    

   ) area 

where we were (11     ). Poor father explained that (12    ) had 

not seen the (13   ) until then and had (14   ) 

realized that it was (15   ) property. Despite my father’s (16 

 ), the man did not 

(17      ) satisfied at all and (18   ) him for his name 

(19   ) address. All the way (20   ), we were 

so upset (21   ) hardly anyone said a (22   ). 

Everyone in the car (23   ) wondering if the angry (24  
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 ) would report us to (25   ) police. Although he didn’t 

after all, this unpleasant incident completely ruined the wonderful time we had had in 

the country that day.  

 

 

Story B 

Hunting was originally a means of providing food, but it has now become a sport or 

a cultural tradition. Although even today in (1   ) parts of the world (2  

  ) are still people who (3   ) wild fish, birds and (4

   ) to 

provide themselves with (5         ), in many countries hunting 

(6   ) now as much a (7   ) activity as anything 

else. 

(8   ) great many years ago, (9   ) in a small  

African (10           ) used birds to catch (11   ). The birds were 

trained (12   ) that they would dive (13   ) the 

water and come (14   ) to the fisherman after (15   ) 

a few fish. This (16   ) of fishing is said (17   ) 

be at 

least a (18     ) years old and is (19   ) in the 

country’s 

mythological (20    ). Today, however, fishing in (21   ) 

way has simply become (22   ) tradition, since those who (23 

    ) in 

this manner are (24  ) longer seriously interested in (25  ) fish for 

food. Their real concern is simply to maintain this old cultural tradition. 
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Appendix C 

Acceptability Judgment Task 
 

Instructions 
 

It seems that as language users, we often have a kind of ‘feel’ or ‘intuition’ 
for what is an acceptable sentence and what is an unacceptable sentence, even though 
we have not been taught the relevant grammatical rule. Thus, your ‘feel’ or ‘intuition’ 
about sentences could be different from other speakers’. In addition, second language 
learners may have a ‘feel’ or ‘intuition’ about sentences that could be different from 
that of native speakers. 

 
In this task you will read a series of sentences. I want you to focus on how 

you feel about them. There are no right or wrong answers. Please read the following 
sentences and think about how you feel about the underlined sentence: is it 
possible or impossible? If it is possible, is it completely possible or slightly possible? 
If it is impossible, is it completely impossible or slightly impossible?  

 
Under each item, there are five choices. Circle only one of the choices that 

you think is the best answer. Please make sure you answer all of them without 
skipping. You may read the sentences aloud. Do not go back and change your 
answers.  
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Please practice the following examples first.  
 
Example 1 
Camilla usually goes to school by bus; but today she had to walk to school 
because she missed the bus. 
1 (completely impossible)  2 (slightly impossible)  3 (slightly possible)  4 (completely possible)            

Not sure 

 

Example 2 
Flora takes Hula lessons at 5 pm every Wednesday. So she leaves work early on 
Wednesday always. 
1 (completely impossible)  2 (slightly impossible)  3 (slightly possible)  4 (completely possible)            

Not sure 

 
Example 3 
Harvey took a swimming class last semester. Now he enjoyed swimming very much. 
1 (completely impossible)  2 (slightly impossible)  3 (slightly possible)  4 (completely possible)            

Not sure 

 
Experimental Items 

 
1. Parasitic gaps in an infinitival complement 
a. Mel tells me about Jane. Jane’s DVD is broken, and she disassembled it to fix it, 
but she didn’t know how to reassemble it. I asked Mel, “What did Jane’s attempt 
to fix with her insufficient knowledge ruin?” 
 
b. Tony tells me about the government’s environmental campaign. The environmental 
campaign was to preserve the American crocodile’s habitat in Florida, but it brought 
about the opposite result. I ask Tony, “What did the environmental campaign to 
preserve in Florida harm?” 
 
c. Louis tells me about the veterinarian he met in the pet clinic last night. She 
performed an operation to save the dog that was hit by a car, but the operation 
wasn’t successful. I ask Louis, “What did the veterinarian’s effort to save last 
night kill?” 
 
d. Jeremy tells me about an article in the local newspaper. It deals with a swimmer 
who was favored to win a gold medal in the world championships, but failed to earn 
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a medal. I asked Jeremy, “Which swimmer did the journalist’s article to praise 
publicly blame?” 
 
e. Lucy tells me about her father. He built the high wall around his house over a 
year to protect it from a tornado. But it collapsed and hit the house. I ask Lucy, 
“What did your father’s effort to protect over a year destroy?” 
 
2. Parasitic gaps in a finite relative clause 
a. Kelly tells me about an article in a women’s magazine. It treats women who got 
plastic surgery from a critical view point, but ends with a positive view point. I ask 
Kelly, “What did the journalist that criticized eventually praise?” 
 
b. Peter tells me about his friend Gloria. After getting a very poor score in her mid-
term, she had an individual conference with her teacher. Her teacher told her that 
unless she works harder, she might fail the course. I asked Peter, “Which student 
did the teacher that encouraged mistakenly discourage? 
 
c. Marsha tells me about the school’s plan for a scholarship. The Chancellor made an 
announcement to provide a new scholarship for students. But it turns out that the 
requirements are too high to meet. I ask Marsha, “Which school’s students did the 
Chancellor that motivated gradually frustrate?” 
d. Jimmy tells me about how his sister damaged the hard disk in her computer. Her 
computer was infected by a virus. While fixing it, she lost all her files; the virus 
even damaged the hard disk. I ask Jimmy, “What did your sister that tried to cure 
unexpectedly damage?” 
 
e. Pam tells me how her officemate kills the orchid. She watered it too often; its 
roots became rotten and ultimately it died. I ask Pam, “What did your officemate 
that tried to save  unintentionally kill ?” 
 
3. Parasitic gaps replaced by NP 
a. Dr. Kim spends his whole life taking care of the sick and poor. His patients say, 
“Dr. Kim is the kind of person that every patient who knows him really 
admires.” 
 
b. Daniel, a chef, makes a chocolate cake to enter in the “World Pastry 
Championship.” He says, “This is the kind of chocolate cake that everyone who 
tastes it really praises.” 
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c. Cheryl writes her parents’ love story and gives it to them on their 25th wedding 
anniversary. After reading it, they say, “This is the kind of story that every 
audience who reads it remembers.” 
 
d. Sally’s dog Dylon, a big Labrador Retriever, is an exceptionally friendly and 
sincere guide dog. She says, “Dylon is the kind of dog that every kid who hugs it 
wants to have.” 
 
e. Prof. Smith is popular among the students for his interesting and enthusiastic 
lectures. His students say, “His lecture is something that every student who 
attends it wants to record.” 
 
4. Extraction of object 
a. Sula breaks two cups, one while washing them and the other while drying them. 
Her daughter asks, “Which cup did you break after washing?” 
 
b. Ryan picks a bunch of roses to decorate the dinner table. He waters some of them 
before he picks them. His wife asks, “Which flowers did you pick after 
watering? ” 
 
c. Jason’s two daughters Anna and Nicole fight over a doll. Jason listens to only 
Anna and scolds Nicole. His wife later asks, “Which girl did you believe before 
listening to?” 
 
 
 
d. Brian goes to the shoe store to buy a pair of sneakers he has always wanted to 
have. He finds only one pair left and buys them without trying them on. His friend 
Jenny asks, “Which sneakers did you buy before wearing?” 
 
e. After buying a brand-new cell phone, Andrew fixes his broken cell-phone and 
gives it to his younger sister. His father asks, “Which cell phone did you give your 
sister after fixing?” 
 
5. Extraction of subject 
a. Andy’s boss has a job interview to select a worker to fill an opening in the 
company. Andy asks, “Which person did you employ after learning had enough 
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skills for the position?”  
 
b. Helen gets married to a man that she has never seen. Her friend asks, “Which 
man are you going to marry before realizing loved you?” 
 
c. Kathy hits the ball and breaks the classroom window. But she lies to her teacher, 
who finds out about this and scolds her. A student in another class asks, “Which 
student did the teacher scold after coming to know lied?” 
 
d. Melvin receives a letter from his girl friend. It says she wants to break up with 
him. He reads and tears it up. His friend asks, “Which letter did you tear after 
learning wrote?” 
 
e. Kristine meets a cat and plays with it in the park. Later, the owner of the cat 
comes and takes it away. Her mother asks, “Which cat do you still miss after 
learning belongs to someone else?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix D 

Filler items 

1. Subjacency - extraction out of a relative clause – ungrammatical 
a. Mary read a biography of George Washington for her American History class. She 
told this to her teacher, who asked, “Which president did you read the biography 
that praised?” 
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b. Sean watched a commercial for a new medicine. He told its powerful effects to 
his mother, who asked “Which medicine did you watch the commercial that 
advertised?” 
 
c. Connie heard that a national swimmer Michael failed to win a medal in the World 
Championships because he had not done sufficient exercises. She told this to her 
brother, who asked, “Which swimmer did you hear the news that criticized?” 
 
d. Crain read an article about Sasha, a 4-year-old girl; she gave a spectacular 
performance at her debut recital. Being exceptionally talented, she will become a 
legendry violinist in history. He told this to his violin instructor, who asked, “Which 
pianist did you read the review that overestimated?”  
 

e. Bob heard that his teacher pointed out the importance of class attendance in the 
first class of the semester. His classmate Sandra did not attend the class and Bob 
told this to her, who asked, “Which message did you hear the teacher’s 
announcement that contained?” 
 
2. Subjacency – extraction out of an adjunct - ungrammatical 
a. Chris went to the coffee shop with his friend and ordered a cup of coffee. While 
putting the coffee down on the table, the waitress spilled it. The waitress moved 
them to another table. Chris’ friend asked, “Which coffee did you leave the table 
after the waitress spilled?” 
 
b. Angie came home tired from her work and was happy to find out her son 
prepared dinner for her. Later, she told this to her friend, who asked, “Which menu 
did you come home after your son prepared?” 
c. As soon as he saw the old lady crossing the street without checking the traffic 
light, Kenny stopped his car. After making sure that she crossed safely, he started 
driving his car. Later, he told this to his wife, who asked, “Which street did you 
restart your car after the old lady crossed?” 
 
 
d. Carolyn went to a park with her cat. She watched her cat chasing the pigeons for 
a while and then found out her bag was gone. She reports to a police officer and he 
asks, “Which bird did you lose your bag after your cat chased?” 
 
e. After Judy’s husband won the lottery, the first thing that Judy did was to buy a 
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fancy yacht. Judy told this to her friend, who asked, “Which lottery did you buy a 
boat after your husband won?” 
 
3. Subjacency - extraction out of sentential subject - ungrammatical 
a. Tam is interested in helping the homeless in Honolulu. She asks her friend, 
“Which job does getting help the homeless in Honolulu?” 
 
b. Yu-Na wants to improve her English reading and writing skills. She asks an 
English instructor, “Which class does taking improve my English reading and 
writing skills?” 
 
c. Chef Carl is very concerned with his customers’ needs. He asks his assistant, 
“Which cheese does using satisfy the customers’ taste?” 
 
d. Gardener Joseph works on his customer’s garden. He asks himself, “Which tree 
does cutting make this garden more beautiful?” 
 
e. Joe encountered a heavy storm while on a mountain. He finally found two caves 
and asked himself, “Which cave does entering save my life?” 
 
4. Strong crossover - ungrammatical 
a. Bob said to me, “Paula said she kissed Gregg.” I asked Bob, “Which person did 
she say kissed Gregg?” 
 
b. Rich said to me, “Kathy said she left the party early.” I asked Rich, “Which 
person did  
she say left the party early?” 
 
c. Randy told me, “Cecil said she broke her mother’s crystal wine glass.” I asked 
Randy, “Which person did she say broke her mother’s crystal glass?” 
 
d. Nicole said to me, “Mark said he participated in his professor’s experiment.” I 
asked Nicole, “Which person did he say participated in her professor’s 
experiment?” 
 
 
e. Nick said to me, “Anna said she published a novel.” I asked Nick, “Which 
person did she say published a novel?” 
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5. Weak crossover - ungrammatical 
a. Charles told me that Silvia was criticized by her own brother. I asked Charles, 
“Which person does her brother criticize?” 
 
b. Glenda tells me that Mat is spoiled by his own grandmother. I ask Glenda, 
“Which person does his grandmother spoil?” 
 
c. Julie told me that Matthew was scolded by his own teacher. I asked Jake, “Which 
person does his teacher scold?” 
 
d. Jake tells me that Janice is loved by her own students. I ask Jake, “Which 
person does her students love?” 
 
e. Melinda tells me that Frank is respected by his own coworkers. I ask, “Which 
person does his coworkers respect?” 
 
6. Subjacency – complex NP - ungrammatical  
a. Michelle said to me, “Jonathan heard that Laura saw his missing cat.” I asked 
Michelle, “What did Jonathan believe the rumor that Laura saw?” 
  
b. Diane said to me, “Pam, Jake’s wife, received a job offer from IBM.” I asked 
Diane, “What did Jake hear the news that Pam received?” 
 
c. Lisle said to me, “My husband Samuel hates my dog.” I asked, “What did you 
accept the fact that Sam hates?” 
 
d. Hillary said to me, “My son Larry caught a rat in the garage.” I asked, “What 
does your husband know the episode that Larry caught in the garage?” 
 
e. Paul said to me, “My wife Dolly disliked our son Craig’s old jacket and she 
threw it away.” I asked, “What does Craig remember the fact that Dolly 
disliked?” 
 
7. Grammatical wh-questions 
a. Harry said to me, “Tim’s son Kingston saw a UFO.” I asked Harry, “What did 
Tim believe that Kingston saw?” 
b. Dylan said to me, “Beth’s fiancée Dan loved her eyes.” I asked Dylan, “What 
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did Beth know that Dan loved?” 
 
c. Bill said to me, “Robert said that his 3-year-old daughter Sue just began to read a 
story book.” I asked Bill, “What did Robert say that Sue read?” 
 
d. Jamey said to me, “Claire thinks that her husband kept every love letter she sent 
to him.” I asked Jamey, “What did Claire think that her husband kept?” 
 
e. Jay said to me, “Dennis knows that his sister Helen bought a puppy for his 
birthday present.” I asked Jay, “What did Dennis know that Helen bought?” 
 
8. Grammatical wh-questions 
a. According to what Kay said, Jane believed that Ben saved a cat from the fire.  
Kenny and I talk about it; I ask, “What did Kay say that Jane believed that Ben 
saved?” 
 
b. According to what Lily said, Rick knew that Jon made a garden for his wife. Ken 
and I talked about it and I asked, “What did Lily say that Rick knew that Jon 
made?” 
 
c. According to what Hilton said, Mandy thought that Bobby stole a bike on campus. 
Melvin and I talk about it and I ask, “What did Hilton say that Mandy thought 
that Bobby stole?” 
 
d. According to what Anthony said, Julie believed that Peggy loved her job. Betty 
and I talk about it and I ask, “What did Anthony say that Julie believed that 
Peggy loved?” 
 
e. According to what Patty said, Marsha knew that Benson buried the dead bird. 
Charlotte and I talk about it and I ask, “What did Patty say that Marsha knew 
that Benson buried?” 
 

9. Grammatical wh-questions 
a. Mary went to the boutique to buy a new dress for her birthday party. She found a 
beautiful one and tried it on. Then the clerk asked, “Which dress did you say that 
you wanted to buy after you wore it?” 
 
b. Brad borrowed a detective story from Hamilton Library. His friend Gretel asks, 
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“Which book did you tell me that you wanted to read before you returned it?” 
 
 

c. Katie repaired her old car in order to sell it to her friend Alexis. Visiting Katie’s 
place to look at the car, Alexis asks, “Which car did you tell me that you wanted 
to sell after you fixed it?”  
 

d. Judy watched a scary movie with her husband. She was so scared that she could 
not sleep at all. Her husband asked, “Which movie do you think that you want to 
forget after you watch it?” 
 
e. Grace doesn’t know how to install the new program in her computer and asks the 
technician to do it for her. The technician asks, “Which program did you say that 
you wanted to download before you used it?” 
 
10. Grammatical objective relative clause 
a. Kim has worked as a secretary in the Department of History for 20 years. All 
History Department faculty and students say, “Kim is the kind of person who 
everyone really likes.” 
 
b. Ellen goes to the art gallery to see Picasso’s paintings. Standing in front of the 
paintings, a museum curator says, “These paintings are the ones that everyone 
wants to have.” 
 
c. Joanna hires a realtor to buy an apartment. The realtor takes her to the apartment 
he thinks she might like and says, “This is the apartment that the landlord plans 
to sell.” 
 
d. For her whole life, Diane devoted herself to helping the poor. At her funeral, her 
daughter says, “My mother was a person who everyone respected. ” 
 
e. Sam dreams of climbing Mt. Everest, the highest mountain on earth. Looking at 
the photo in the guidebook, he says, “This mountain is one that every villager 
likes to climb.” 


